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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

Collins Corporation Ltd. – “SAFETOR Roof Anchors”

Safetor Roof Anchors have been specifically designed to provide safe anchors for safety lines that can be applied to a wide range of 
building sizes, roof shapes and construction modes.

The fittings are only available from approved agents who carry out the installation directly, not through sub contract processes. This 
ensures an overall Quality Assurance to the ultimate user of the roof anchor from design, though manufacture to assembly and review.

The Anchors have been tested by an IANZ approved Laboratory. 

We are particularly impressed with the attention to detail and the types of testing carried out in relation to the coatings and work 
environments in which the Roof Anchors might be used. In our view the materials used, the welder qualifications, zinc and powder 
coatings are all totally appropriate for use. 
We also consider that the use and cleaning instructions are simple to apply and use.

The advice to the building owner we see as highly appropriate in relation to inspection of the installation on a routine basis. The 
cleaning process before inspection and the guidelines for replacement we see as essential advice, as well as reminding the building 
owner about who should inspect and the type of records to keep. 

With building ownership changes, we can see potential problems of inadequate records of Inspection of anchors in the transfer of 
ownership. We believe that all drawings of buildings, whether from new or on modification, should have some clear identity that the 
anchors need periodic examination. We also realise that not all property owners / landlords look at fine detail on drawings. We consider 
that the building warrant of fitness is one place where specific mention could be made of roof anchorages.

The whole range of roof anchors meets AS/NZS 1891.4:2000. Each anchor is uniquely identified, has appropriate traceability in 
manufacturing as well as in the building in which it is installed.

The company also offers a warranty for five years covering workmanship and installation through the Approved agent that carries out 
the work.
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